In the first part of this paper I give an elementary overview about some number sequences which count various sorts of lattice paths in strips along the x-axis and compute their generating functions in terms of Fibonacci and Lucas polynomials. In the second part I generalize these results by introducing suitable weights and study some special cases in more detail. In the course of this work I have been led to curious number triangles and various conjectures.
Introduction
Consider lattice paths in 2  of length n which start at the origin (0, 0) and have only upsteps : ( , ) ( 1, 1) U i j i j  + + and down-steps : ( , ) ( 1, 1) . D i j i j  + -Equivalently consider (random) walks on  which start at 0 , where at each step we go one unit up or down.
It is well known that the number of recurrent walks of length 2n is the same as the number of positive walks of length 2n or equivalently that the number of all lattice paths from (0, 0) to (2 , 0) n is the same as the number of all non-negative lattice paths of length 2 . n The same holds for the number of all non-negative lattice paths of length 2 1 n  and the number of all lattice paths from (0, 0) to (2 1, 1) .
n  
Combining both results let us denote by n A the set of all lattice paths of length n which start at the origin and end on height 0 (if n is even) or on height 1  (if n is odd) and let n B be the set of all non-negative lattice paths of length . n Note that each path in n A has 2 n ê ú ê ú ê ú ë û up-steps For example 5, 3 B consists of the following paths: In the first row we see that there are 5 paths from (0, 0) to (5, 1) and 3 paths from (0, 0) to (5, 3) .
In the general case we get , 0 ( ,0, , ). In the first part of this paper I give an overview about these numbers. Most of these results are known but perhaps my point of view gives a novel approach.
In the second part we consider the following weights instead of the numbers , n k A .
Define a peak as a vertex preceded by an up-step U and followed by a down-step D , and a valley as a vertex preceded by a down-step D and followed by an up-step .
U The height of a vertex is its y -coordinate. The peaks with a height at least 1 and the valleys with height at most 2 -are called extremal points.
Thus for example the path UDDUDDU has two extremal points  
(1,1), (6, 2) .  [7] and [8] we defined the weight of v by 
. In the present paper we consider only the case 1 q = and study the polynomials in more detail.
In our example 5, 3 A we get 
t t t t t t t t t           
The sequences   0 ( , , ) n a n k t  multiples of Hankel determinants of ( , ) a n t and for odd k multiples of Hankel determinants of Narayana polynomials
As far as I know these polynomials have not been considered in the literature. The detailed study of some special cases led to many curious conjectures. Some have been found with the help of the Mathematica package Guess [15] by Manuel Kauers. Of great use has been The On-Line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences OEIS [19] . If some results are already known please let me know that I can give due credit.
Background material

Lattice paths in strips along the x-axis
Let , n k A be the set of all lattice paths of length n which start at (0, 0) , stop on heights 0 or 1 -and are contained in the strip 1 2 2
paths of length n belong to , .
n k A Note that for odd k the strips are not symmetric about the x -axis.
By inclusion -exclusion it has been shown (see e.g. [7] , [8] or [9] ) that , ( , ) :
Another proof will be given later.
6
The set ,0 n A is empty for 0 n > which gives
n A consist only of one path. If we denote a path by the sequence of its successive heights this unique path is (0, 1, 0, 1, ) .
-- We can write it also as .
DUDU DUD 
Therefore we have 
It is also clear that ,1 n B consists only of the path 
There is an easy bijection  between ,2 n A and ,2 . The Fibonacci numbers The formula
has been obtained by G.E. Andrews [1] , but already in 1917 I. Schur [24] has studied the right-hand side of the identity
It is clear that (1.6) converges to (1.5) for 1. q  Therefore (1.6) is called a q -analogue of (1.5).
If we let n  ¥ in (1.6) we get the famous (first) Rogers-Ramanujan identity
For 3 k  Thomas Prellberg [21] 

Another bijection has been given by Helmut Prodinger [22] .
It would be interesting to find simple bijections between , For small values of k useful information can be found in OEIS [19] : 
My interest in these topics has been aroused by the curious formula (1.5) for the Fibonacci numbers. In [6] I tried to put this identity into a general context in order to find an "explanation" of this formula. Among other things I proved that sums of the form (1.1) satisfy some simple recurrences. In the papers [10] - [12] I found simpler proofs and determined the generating functions of these numbers. From [20] I learned the interpretation of these sums as numbers of lattice paths which led to papers [7] - [9] . From this point of view formula (1.5) appears as a special case of the principle of inclusion -exclusion. Later I found in OEIS [19] for the above mentioned special cases of sequences   ( , ) a n k the interpretation as walks in path graphs from which I got new insight into the situation. It turned out that some results which I had previously obtained were already known in other contexts. In the following pages I give an account of my present knowledge of this topic. Remarks and hints to the literature are very welcome.
Some other combinatorial models Proposition 1.1
The number ( ,2 1) a n k + counts all non-negative lattice paths starting from (0, 0) It is easy to find a bijection between these two lattice path models. Starting from the first model we map each up-step ( , 1) ( 1, 0
The non-negative parts of the path remain unaltered and the negative paths ( , 1) ( , 1) i j - -are reflected on the line 1 2 y = -into a non-negative
This map obviously has a unique inverse.
For example the set 5, 3 A is transformed to Figure 3 In this case the transformation has already been considered in [20] . 
and e.g. 8 3 69 55 48 20 55 62 27 28 . 48 27 42 7 20 28 7 14
If we let k  ¥ in Proposition 1.1, i.e. consider non-negative lattice paths starting from (0, 0) where besides up-steps and down-steps also horizontal steps ( , 0) ( 1, 0) i i  + on height 0 are allowed then the numbers ( , )
c n j of all such paths ending in ( , ) n j satisfy c n j
It is easily verified that ( , ) .
2 n c n j n j
Of course we have ( ,0) .
If we make the further assumption that ( , 1) 0 c n k + = then we get by Proposition 1.1 that ( ,0) ( ,2 1). c n a n k = +
Proposition 1.2
The number ( ,2 ) a n k counts all non-negative lattice paths starting from (0, 0) and ending in ( , mod2), n n where the down-steps ( , 
where the bold letters indicate the steps which are counted twice.
If we let k   and denote by ( , ) b n j the weighted number of paths from (0, 0) to ( , ), n j then we get ( , )
if n j  is even and ( , ) 0 b n j  else. This is OEIS A108044.
Corollary 1.2
Consider the graph with vertices   
If we extend ( , , , ) m n i j k by setting
Since there are no paths to 1  and to 1 k  we also have ( , , 1, ) ( , , 1, ) 0.
uniquely determined extension of ( , , , ) m n i j k for j   which satisfies ( , , , )
(
To prove the proposition we show by induction that
Now we can prove that , n k A and , n k B have the same size.
Corollary 1.3
For all n   and
The next result gives in combination with Corollary 1.3 another proof of (1.1).
. ( 2) 2
The following proof uses an idea by S.V. Ault and Ch. Kicey [2] .
Proof
We show that for
To show this formula it suffices to check the recursion and the initial and boundary values.
we get
The recurrence follows from
Proposition 1.4 can also be deduced from general results about lattice paths in corridors. E.g. [16] , formula (9) implies that the number of walks on
Both results can be combined to give (1.11).
Some useful facts about the matrices k M
Let us give some more information about the matrices .
k M
To this end and for later applications we recall some facts about Fibonacci and Lucas polynomials.
The Fibonacci polynomials 
Most identities about these polynomials can easily be proved by using the well-known Binet formulae Let us do this for some formulae which will be needed in the sequel:
The identity 
The Fibonacci polynomials can be represented as the determinant ( )
which follows immediately from their recurrence relation.
The right-hand side can be interpreted as the characteristic polynomial of the matrix .
k M This is one of the reasons why Fibonacci polynomials play such a dominant role in this field.
I became aware of this fact through the blog post [26] by Qiaochu Yuan.
By (1.16) the eigenvalues of k M are given by 2 cos 2 j j k
Since by (1.15) 
Since k M is obviously symmetric we see that the matrix
= be the diagonal matrix whose entries are the eigenvalues. Then
we get the known trigonometric representation
References may be found in the recent paper [14] by Stefan Felsner and Daniel Heldt where similar results are obtained and in the survey article [17] by Christian Krattenthaler.
Generating functions
The generating functions of these number sequences turn out to be quotients of Fibonacci and Lucas polynomials or equivalently quotients of Chebyshev polynomials.
In the same way as above we see that
we find by considering the top-left entry of these matrices that the generating function ( ) 
Helmut Prodinger has kindly brought my attention to the paper [3] by N.G. 
For arbitrary Dyck paths (1.20) gives the well-known fact that
This implies that (2 , 0, 0, )
For this holds for
Let now more generally Since each path P from (0, 0) to ( ) , n j has a unique decomposition
where P  is a Dyck path bounded by k   we get
By (1.23) and (1.21) we get
As shown in [6] and [10] the generating functions of the sequences ( ) 0 ( , ) n a n k ³ are given by
Since by (1.14) and (1.13) ( ) 2  2  2  2  1  2  1  1  2  2  2  2  1  23 (
both formulae (1.25) and (1.26) can be written compactly as
Let us give another proof of these formulae.
As above ( )
For by expanding with respect to the first column we get
Thus we get again
Then the right-hand side can also be written as
By considering the upper-left-most entry we get
For k   this reduces to the well-known formula
Another derivation of (1.27) is due to Helmut Prodinger (personal communication):
we have to show that
This is equivalent with 2  2  2  2  1  2 2 1   2  2  2  2  1  2 2 1, 1
The first identity reduces to
and the second one to
Polynomials associated with , .
n k A
Definitions and known results
Instead of the numbers , n k
A we consider the following weights. Define a peak as a vertex preceded by an up-step U and followed by a down-step D , and a valley as a vertex preceded by a down-step D and followed by an up-step . U The height of a vertex is its y - Following [20] we defined in [7] and [8] 
.
These polynomials are intimately connected with Rogers-Ramanujan type theorems.
In the present paper we consider only the case 1 q = and study the polynomials If we set 0 n k ae ö ÷ ç ÷ ç = ÷ ç ÷ ç ÷ ç è ø for 0 n < it follows from the results in [7] and [8] that for 1 k ³ these polynomials can be written in the following form:
follows from the fact that
n n a n k t t
The simplest special cases are
n a n t a n t t ê ú ê ú ê ú ë û = = + As a generalization of (1.5) we get
The first terms of ( ,3, ) a n t are ( ) 
Generating functions for the polynomials ( , , )
. a n k t
2.2.1.
We now want to determine the generating functions for the polynomials ( , , ). a n k t
To this end we introduce the polynomials The polynomial ( ,2 1, ) a n k t + is the weight of all non-negative lattice paths starting from (0, 0) and ending in ( ,0), n where besides up-steps and down-steps also horizontal moves ( , 0) ( 1, 0) i i  + on height 0 are allowed and the maximal height of a path is . k
Proof of Theorem 1
Let ( , , )
A k x t be the generating function of these lattice paths and let ( , , ) D k x t be the generating function of all Dyck paths with maximal height k with the same weight.
because such a path is either trivial or begins with a horizontal step or with UD or with UPD where P is a non-trivial Dyckpath of height 1. k   Therefore we get 2 2 2 1 ( , , ) .
In order to compute ( , , )
A k x t we must first compute ( , , ).
D k x t
Here we have and thus   2  2  2   1  ( , , ) .
This gives
This follows by induction because 
N t  denotes a Narayana polynomial (cf.
OEIS A001263).
If we let k   in ( , , )
A k x t we get the generating function
In an analogous manner we introduce the polynomials
because each path is either empty or begins with UD or with DU or has the form UPD or DP U  where P is a Dyck path with height 1 k   and P a reflected Dyck path with height
because each path ends with DP where P is a reflected path of ( 1, , ) .
2.2.2.
Let us now consider some special cases.
The simplest special cases are (1, ) .
Let us also consider ( ,4, ). a n t
The first terms are n n n n n n x tx tx a n t x x x tx tx t x x tx tx t x x tx tx t x a n t x x a n t x 
we get by comparing coefficients and setting
, 4, ) (2 1, 4, ) (2 , 4, ) (2 1, 4, ) a n t a n t ta n t a n t a n t ta n t ta n t
Thus the polynomials ( ,4, ) a n t can easily be computed. 
Let now
14)
The sum of the rows is
b n a n a n --= + -= ⋅ + = and the alternating sum is
Generating functions of the coefficients
Let us now consider the number of paths in , Therefore we can write the generating function of the polynomials ( , 2, ) a n k t 
These polynomials have the surprising property that
and more precisely ( ,2 1)
Let us first consider some special cases.
The next case is more interesting.
We know already that x tx a n t x x tx tx t x
Let us suppose that we have an expansion of the form 2  4  6  2  3  1  2  3  2  3  2  4  3  0   ( ,2) ( ,2) ( ,2) 1 ( ,4, ) .
Multiplying both sides by 
The initial values are 0 ( ,2) 1 v x = and 
Thus (2.23) is in fact true.
If we compute the polynomials 
Surprisingly this is almost the same array as (2.14) . More precisely 
. 2 2 n n a n t t
Here we have
n n x r x x r x x r x a n t x 
The numbers 
To prove (2.30) and (2.31) we show more generally that for 0 m ³ ( )
This follows by comparing coefficients in two different expansions of (1 ) ( ) . 
On the other hand we get
Comparing the coefficients of k z in both sums we get (2.33).
Remark 2.2
For 0 m  identity (2.33) reduces to
This identity is mentioned in OEIS A063007 without proof. A combinatorial proof has been given by H.S. Wilf [25] , p. 117. The above proof is inspired by the paper [23] by Jocelyn Quaintance, which contains tables of seven unpublished manuscript notebooks of H. W. Gould from 1945 -1990 . Similar identities can be found in [4] and the literature cited there.
A more general identity of this sort has been proved combinatorially in [4] . It can equivalently be formulated as 
and reduces to (2.33) for ( )
Since there seems to be some interest in such identities I will give another proof of (2.29).
We first show by induction that
Observe that
Comparing coefficients this is equivalent with
ae öae ö ae öae ö ae öae ö ae öae ö + -
This is clear because the right-hand side is
Thus for m k £ (2.36) gives
If we choose 0 m  and j k = we get 
Computing ( , , ) b n j x in another way we get
(1 )
Comparison of (2.37) and (2.40) gives 0 0
( 1)
For 0 m  and j k = this reduces again to (2.34).
In this form it has been proved in [5] , (2.2) and [18] , (1.3).
Remark 2.3
A slight modification of the above proof gives the following q -analogue of (2.29): To see this consider all paths with 2 n + steps which begin with .
DU Their weight is ( ). c n
The remaining paths with weight t start with 2 2 , , UD U D  and with generating function for the row sums 
